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Workshop 2
Biscuits and Batters
Why Method Matters



The natural properties of wheat flour
The way heat affects matter (when baking in the oven.

Wheat flour absorbs moisture, but not immediately. 
Moisture is absorbed over time and it can take up-to 30 minutes to become fully saturated
(absorb moisture) in a recipe.
Sugar cookies recipes that are 'no spread' and require no chilling will have a higher proportion of
flour in the recipe than those that do require chilling.
Over time and while working the cookie dough you may find that as the flour absorbs moisture
the dough becomes dry and difficult to work with
The same thing can happen when we add flour to a cookie dough during rolling, the additional
flour becomes incorporated into the dough causing the dough to be dry / shrink after the 3rd
rolling..
Gluten is also developed the more a dough is handled and if not allowed to rest.
Gluten is activated when wheat flour is moistened and agitated.
After handling (rolling, cutting, re-rolling)   dough should be chilled or rested to allow gluten to
rest

Heat affects matter by causing it to expand
Moisture and air pockets trapped in any recipe will expand as heat is applied, causing lift and
spread until the moisture has been evaporated. 
Once excess moisture leaves the recipe through evaporation the solid matter contract again, this
is why cakes come away from the sides of the tin once baked.
This is great for cakes but if a no-spread cookie recipe is important to you, it's important to
remember that any trapped moisture (that hasn't been absorbed) or trapped air pockets by
having very soft butter or over beating and incorporating too much air) will cause a cookie recipe
to spread .
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and why Method Matters

Before we begin talking about the different methods it's truly important to understand 2 things:

The natural properties of flour

How heat affects matter (the baking process)



Butter shouldn't be too soft, at a pliable consistency, about 16 - 18 degrees C
Butter and sugar should be beaten until smooth but not to aerate 
Binding agent adds moisture
Flour adds structure, must absorb moisture from the recipe over time (can take +/- 30 minutes to
become fully saturated) 
Chilling is important for 2 reasons: allows flour to become fully saturated (absorb moisture)

Relaxes gluten to form a softer, more tender cookie.
This is a great recipe to make in a food processor because air is not incorporated.

Simplest form of cake making and one of my favourites.
Raising agents create the leavening 
Wet ingredients mixed into the dry
Must not be over beaten as can activate gluten and create dense, chewy, rubbery texture
Great for mud cakes, muffins, simple cake mixes, oil based cakes, brownies
Preferred method for gluten free / egg free cakes (when using substitutes)

Butter should be much softer (+/- 20 - 22 degrees)
Butter and sugar are creamed together to completely coat the flour in butter. The coating of fat
stops the activation of gluten in the flour. Liquid is added last
All ingredients should be at room temperature / slightly warm for best cake structure
As air is beaten into the batter through the butter it's important not to be too heavy handed when
mixing flour through. Addition of baking powder also helps leavening.
Gluten is activated when flour comes into contact with moisture in recipe (eggs / milk) which is
why adding flour in stages in recommended.
Creates soft, tender, butter based cakes with good structure
Great for butter cakes, pound cakes, traditional Victoria sponge, cupcakes / butterfly cakes

Butter should be much softer (+/- 20 - 22 degrees)
Butter, sugar and flour are creamed together to aerate (the jagged edge of the sugar allows tiny
pockets of air to become incorporated into the butter), can takes approx. 3-4 minutes. 
Wet ingredients (milk / egg) mixed together and added all at once
All ingredients should be at room temperature / slightly warm for best cake structure
Addition of baking powder creates leavening.
Much faster process and less fuss than traditional creaming method with very similar results
Creates soft, tender, butter based cakes, can be slightly dense
Great for butter cakes, pound cakes, cupcakes / butterfly cakes
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Biscuit (cookie) dough / short pastry & crumbles

Batters:

Melt & Mix

Creaming

Reverse creaming



Sugar is beaten with eggs (whole eggs or separated) to incorporate air, must be beaten until
mixture is fully stable and triple in volume. The beaters should leave a ribbon on the batter once
removed. Eggs whip and incorporate air better when slightly warm
Normally in sponge cakes this is the only leavening agent 
Flour must be sieved to remove lumps and soften, folded gently into whisked eggs
Any additional fat is normally liquid (either oil or melted butter)
Some of the batter must be removed and incorporated with the fat first (liaison) before being
added back into the remaining batter and gently folded through.
All different types of sponges (true sponge, genoise, chiffon) are made slightly differently but all
have a soft, tender texture and light and airy crumb, the large volume of air makes these cakes far
less stable for stacking.
Sponge cakes can have a tendency to collapse, cooling in the tin, upside down will allow the
structure to set as the cake cools without shrinkage.
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Aerating (sponge cakes)


